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ABSTRACT
In recent years, we observe an increasing demand for systems
that are capable of efficiently managing and processing huge
amounts of data. Apache’s Hadoop, an open-source imple-
mentation of Google’s MapReduce programming model, has
emerged as one of the most popular systems for Big Data
processing and is supported by major companies like Face-
book, Yahoo! and Amazon. One of the most challenging
aspects of executing a Hadoop job, is to configure appropri-
ately the number of reduce tasks. The problem is exacer-
bated when multiple jobs are executing concurrently com-
peting for the available system resources. Our approach
consists of the following components: (i) an algorithm for
computing the appropriate number of reduce tasks per job,
(ii) the usage of profiler-jobs for gathering information nec-
essary for the reduce task computation and (iii) two different
policies for fragmenting the reduce tasks to the available sys-
tem resources when multiple jobs execute concurrently in the
cluster. Our detailed experimental evaluation using traffic
monitoring Hadoop jobs on our local cluster, illustrates that
our approach is practical and exhibits solid performance.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.4 [Distributed Systems]

1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays we observe a huge increase in the amount of

information that is generated in a daily basis. A plethora
of different data-intensive applications (e.g. data mining
and web indexing) run daily by major IT companies such
as Facebook [1] and Yahoo! [2], that access ever-expanding
data sets ranging from a few Gigabytes to several Terabytes
or even Petabytes of data. For example, Facebook collects 15
Terabytes of data each day and applies business-intelligence
and ad-hoc analysis [3]. This huge amount of data needs to
be processed in a fast and scalable way. Consequently, tra-
ditional approaches (e.g. Database Management Systems -
DBMS) are no longer sufficient. Arguably one of the most
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popular systems that was developed to support all these fea-
tures is Google’s MapReduce [4]. MapReduce enables the
easy development of scalable parallel applications to process
vast amounts of data on large clusters of commodity ma-
chines. The success of the MapReduce programming model
led to the development of Hadoop [5], an open-source im-
plementation of MapReduce. Several companies (including
Facebook and Yahoo! among others) use Hadoop on a reg-
ular basis for processing large amounts of data for various
internal purposes [6].

One of the most demanding aspects of executing different
processing jobs in Hadoop is to appropriately configure the
jobs in order to achieve the best possible performance in
terms of completion time. For this matter, Hadoop enables
its users to tune a plethora of configuration parameters (a set
of which can be seen in Table 1) that affect the performance
of jobs. One of the most important parameters that can
affect the observed job’s execution time is the number of
reduce tasks. This parameter controls the parallelism in
the reduce phase and can significantly decrease its execution
time. However, detecting the appropriate number of reduce
tasks can be a challenging endeavor as it depends on the
processing performed by the job and the amount of input
data [7]. The problem is exacerbated when multiple jobs
execute concurrently and compete for the available system
resources. There have been some recent proposals that try to
address this problem [8] and [9]. However, both approaches
consider only cases where the jobs execute serially, so they do
not examine the implications of the problem when multiple
jobs are submitted concurrently. Finally, works like [10], and
[11] optimize several configuration parameters (including the
number of reduce tasks) for a single-job execution, so they
do not focus on how resources should be distributed between
concurrently running jobs.

In this work we aim to provide a tool that will enable the
automatic configuration of the number of reduce tasks per
job. By tuning this parameter we can improve the paral-
lelism in the second phase of the MapReduce computation;
reducing the job’s completion time. We examine the prob-
lem in cases where multiple jobs execute concurrently (i.e.
Hadoop workload) [12] in the cluster and they must share the
available resources (i.e. reduce slots). Our scheme has the
following steps: Initially, we compute the appropriate num-
ber of reduce tasks for each job using historical information
regarding the input dataset, as well as information about the
nature of the processing that each job aims to perform. In
the case that we do not have historical data about the sub-
mitted job we invoke a small profiler-job for gathering the
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Configuration Parameter Description Default Value
mapred.reduce.tasks Number of reduce tasks 1

dfs.block.size Size in bytes of each data block in HDFS 128m
mapred.compress.map.output Whether or not to compress the output of map tasks false

io.sort.mb Map buffer size in MB 100
io.sort.factor The number of streams to merge at once in the sort phase 10

Table 1: Basic Configuration Parameters in Hadoop
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Figure 1: MapReduce Model

necessary information for the reduce tasks computation. Fi-
nally, in the case that the sum of the reduce tasks computed
for each job is greater than the available reduce slots, we ex-
amine different techniques for distributing the reduce tasks
to the available slots. In summary, the key contributions of
this paper are as follows:

• We design an algorithm for computing the appropriate
number of reduce tasks per job utilizing statistics from
past execution runs.
• We invoke small profiler-jobs on a sample of the input

datasets when we do not have historical data for the
submitted jobs. These profiler-jobs perform the same
computations on their map phase as their correspond-
ing actual jobs, but execute on a small sample of the
input dataset.
• We implement two different algorithms for fragment-

ing the computed reduce tasks to the available cluster
resources (i.e. reduce slots).
• We conduct thorough experimental evaluation with ac-

tual traffic monitoring jobs that execute in the city of
Dublin in our local cluster indicating the benefits of
our approach.

2. MAPREDUCE BACKGROUND
MapReduce [4] is a programming model for processing

large data sets. Users define two functions, the map func-
tion and the reduce function with the the following specifi-
cations: map(k1, v1) ⇒ [k2, v2] and reduce(k2, [v2]) ⇒ [k3, v3]

. The map function takes as input key/value pairs, pro-
cesses them and generates intermediate key/value pairs. The
system merges all the intermediate values associated with
the same intermediate key and forwards them to the reduce
function. The reduce function receives as input each inter-
mediate key along with its list of values and produces the
final output, which also comes in the form of key/value pairs.

A visual representation of the above steps can be seen in Fig-
ure 1. Users can define the number of tasks that will invoke
these functions. Map/Reduce tasks execute in the available
map/reduce slots. Slots are the system resources (i.e. CPU
cores) reserved by a job, and provide a limit on the amount
of tasks that can run concurrently in the cluster.

Hadoop [5] is the most commonly used open-source imple-
mentation of the MapReduce programming model. Hadoop
consists of two main components: The Hadoop MapReduce
module which enables the parallel processing of very large
data sets using the MapReduce paradigm, and the Hadoop
Distributed File System (HDFS) which is responsible for
the reliable storage and management of data. We focus on
Hadoop’s MapReduce module as it is the component we en-
hanced in order to support dynamic reduce task adjustment.
Hadoop’s MapReduce module is based on a master-slave ar-
chitecture. It comprises one ”master”node called JobTracker
and a number of ”slave” nodes called TaskTrackers. The
JobTracker essentially serves as the link between the users
and the system. More specifically, it handles the MapRe-
duce jobs that the users submit, inserting them in a queue
of pending jobs which are executed (by default) on a FIFO
basis. Each job consists of multiple map and reduce tasks
that execute the user-defined functions. The JobTracker
is responsible for the assignment of map and reduce tasks
from each job to the TaskTrackers. The latter execute these
tasks in the available map and reduce slots and also man-
age data movement between the map and reduce phases.
Map/Reduce slots depict how many concurrent map/reduce
tasks can execute in the corresponding slave node.

3. METHODOLOGY
The objective in our work is as follows: Given a Hadoop

workload consisting of multiple jobs that execute concur-
rently, our goal is to automatically adjust the reduce tasks
used per job in order to minimize the workload’s end-to-end
execution time (i.e. makespan). The problem is not trivial
as we have to detect the appropriate number of reduce tasks
per job and then fragment these quantities to the available
reduce slots. The last step is necessary in order to enable the
parallel execution of the jobs’ reduce tasks in the available
reduce slots.

3.1 Reduce Task Adjustment
The first step for solving our problem is to detect the ap-

propriate number of reduce tasks per job. We propose an
algorithm that adjusts the reduce tasks based on the inter-
mediate data size and the reduce task’s buffer size. The
algorithm aims to keep the intermediate data in the reduce
tasks’ in-memory buffers in order to minimize the amount
of disk spills and thus decrease the reduce phase completion
time. In order to invoke the algorithm we need prior knowl-
edge of the intermediate data size. We get this information
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either by prior execution runs of the jobs or by invoking
short-term running profiler-jobs.

Dynamic Reduce Task Adjustment Algorithm. We
propose an algorithm that runs prior to the submission of
the jobs in the Hadoop cluster and computes the appropriate
number of reduce tasks. It accomplishes this by having a
prior knowledge of the size of the key/value pairs that each
job generates in its map phase. So in order to run this
algorithm it is necessary to have past execution runs of the
jobs that are assigned for execution.

First we iterate through all the input files that comprise
our jobs’ input. So for each input file, we compute the num-
ber of lines and multiply that number with the approximate
size of a typical map record (key/value pair) generated by
the jobs. That computation gives us the file’s map output
size. If we assume repetitive jobs in our cluster similar to
[13], we can compute the typical map record size from past
runs. So let fsf , f ∈ {1, ..., nfiles} be the map output size
of the f -th input file, while linesf be the number of lines
of file f , mrsj be the approximate size of each map record,
TMOSj , j ∈ Jobs be each job’s total map output size and
selj the selectivity of the job j which depicts the ratio of
map output records to map input records. Then we can
calculate each file’s map output size fsf as follows:

fsf = linesf ×mrsj × selj , ∀f ∈ {1, ..., nfiles} (1)

and we can computate each job’s total map output size as
follows:

TMOSj =

nfiles∑
f=1

fsf , ∀j ∈ Jobs (2)

Once the TMOSj value has been calculated based on the
entire input, we can compute the number of reduce tasks for
each job. We do this is by dividing the total map output size
(TMOSj) with the size of the reduce task’s buffer. Applying
this computation enables us to use as many reduce tasks as
possible, so that the amount of data that each task will
have to process is smaller than (or at the most equal to)
the reduce task’s buffer size. In the case that this is not
possible, the reduce tasks have to spill data to the disk and
retrieve them again when they have adequate space in their
buffer. This is a time consuming procedure that naturally
has a substantial negative effect on the job’s performance
(i.e. completion time). So let rtasksj , j ∈ Jobs be the
appropriate number of reduce tasks for each of our Hadoop
jobs. Also let rbs be the reduce task’s buffer size. Then
we have the following Equation for the computation of the
appropriate number of reduce tasks:

rtasksj = dTMOSj

rbs
e, ∀j ∈ Jobs (3)

All the steps that were described in this Section comprise
our algorithm for the calculation of the appropriate number
of reduce tasks, which can be seen in Algorithm 1.

Profiler-jobs. The previously described algorithm re-
quires prior knowledge about the average intermediate data
size of the submitted jobs and the selectivity metric. So in
case that this information is not available we propose the us-
age of profiler-jobs for gathering the necessary data. Profil-
ing is a commonly used technique [9], [14] for estimating con-
figuration parameters’ impact on the performance of Hadoop
jobs. These profiler-jobs perform the exact same computa-
tions at their map phase as their corresponding Hadoop jobs,

Algorithm 1 Dynamic Reduce (DR) Task Adjustment Al-
gorithm

1: Input: Jobs: the list of the assigned jobs, rbs: the reduce
task’s buffer size.

2: Output: rtasks[]: The reduce tasks to use per job.
3: job counter ← 0
4: for j ∈ Jobs do
5: mrsj ← estimateMapRecordSize(j)
6: selj ← estimateSelectivity(j)
7: TMOSj ← 0
8: for all f ∈ job.input files do
9: linesf ← countF ileLines(f)

10: fsf ← linesf ×mrsj × selj
11: TMOSj ← TMOSj + fsf

12: rtasks[job counter]←
⌈
TMOSj

rbs

⌉
13: job counter ← job counter + 1
14: return rtasks[]

but work on a small sample of the jobs’ input.
We run our profiler-jobs on a sample input and after their

map tasks have finished their processing and have produced
all their key/value pairs (i.e. intermediate data), we consider
them finished. Reduce tasks do not process their input data
since all we need is the size of the reduce tasks’ input. In
other words if we had their reduce tasks perform some type
of processing, it would only increase the completion time to
no avail.

We then retrieve the size of their intermediate data, the
amount of intermediate records and the amount of input
records through Hadoop’s Counters class. We get the amount
of intermediate records via the MAP OUTPUT RECORDS

Counter, we use MAP OUTPUT BY TES Counter for get-
ting the intermediate data size and MAP INPUT RECORDS

Counter for retrieving the amount of input records. We com-
pute the average intermediate data size (i.e. mrsj in Equa-
tion 1) and the selectivity (i.e. selj in Equation 1) via the
following Formulas:

mrsj =
MAP OUTPUT BY TES

MAP OUTPUT RECORDS
(4)

selj =
MAP OUTPUT RECORDS

MAP INPUT RECORDS
(5)

Then we compute the number of reduce tasks per job by
applying Algorithm 1. The only difference is that when
profiler-jobs are applied, the estimateMapRecordSize and
estimateSelectivity functions return the record’s size and
the selectivity as they are computed via Equations 4, 5.

3.2 Reduce Slots Allocation
Because the available reduce slots may be significantly

smaller than the computed number of reduce tasks, we en-
hance our previous approach by adjusting the reduce tasks
further in such cases. The goal is to limit the reduce tasks
used per job so that their sum is equal to the available reduce
slots and thus they can execute in parallel [12]. We con-
sidered two well-known allocation algorithms for achieving
our goal [15], [16]. The first allocation algorithm fragments
the reduce tasks proportionally to the jobs’ requirements in
regards to the appropriate number of reduce tasks (as com-
puted in Section 3.1) while the second algorithm applies a
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Algorithm 2 Proportionally Fair Reduce Task Allocation

1: Input: rtasks[], number of jobs, RSlots
2: Output: rtasks[]
3: tasks sum← 0
4: for (i← 0 to number of jobs− 1) do
5: tasks sum← tasks sum + rtasks[i]
6: for (i← 0 to number of jobs− 1) do

7: rtasks[i]← rtasks[i]

tasks sum
×RSlots

8: return rtasks[]

fair policy so that each job will use approximately the same
number of reduce slots.

Proportionally Fair. With our first algorithm, we frag-
ment the jobs’ reduce tasks in a way that is fair, based on
the requirements of each Hadoop job. In our case, the jobs’
requirements are the number of reduce tasks calculated ini-
tially through the use of Algorithm 1. More formally we
adjust the reduce tasks as follows:

rtasks
′
j =

rtasksj∑
j
′∈Jobs rtasksj′

×RSlots,∀j ∈ Jobs (6)

The number of reduce tasks depends on the initially com-
puted number and is proportional to the available reduce
slots (i.e. RSlots metric).

Example. Let us assume we have three jobs that we
want to execute in parallel and the number of reduce tasks
calculated for them initially is, 5 for the first job, 3 for the
second and 4 for the third. That sums up to 12 reduce tasks
in total. Furthermore, assume that our cluster consists of
only 9 reduce slots. First we compute the portion of that
12 total reduce tasks that corresponds to each job. So for

instance, for the first job we would have
5

12
≈ 0.41. After

we have that portion for each job, we multiply it with the
number of reduce slots in the cluster (9 in our case). The
result of that computation rounded to the nearest integer,
is the number of reduce slots that each job is going to use
for its execution. Our proportionally-fair algorithm that we
described above, can be seen in its entirety in Algorithm 2.

Round-robin. Our second algorithm fragments the jobs’
reduce tasks into the available reduce slots in a Round-Robin
(RR) manner. More specifically, we initially line up our jobs
in the order they are going to be submitted for execution
in our cluster and start giving them one reduce slot each.
Once we traversed all the jobs (and still have some remaining
reduce slots), we start again from the beginning and give
each job one more reduce slot. We apply this procedure until
we run out of reduce slots in the cluster. By fragmenting the
reduce tasks via this approach, we make sure that all jobs
will reserve approximately the same number of reduce slots
(i.e. rtasksj = RSlots

|Jobs| , ∀j ∈ Jobs). Finally, our round-robin

algorithm can be seen materialized in Algorithm 3.

Job’s Name Job’s Description
LineStats Computes the mean reported delay as well

as the standard deviation, observed by
buses passing from the same lines with the
same direction and at the same hour of the
day.

PointStats Computes the mean reported delay and
standard deviation of buses that traverse
points of interest in Dublin city (i.e. these
points were detected by applying the DEN-
CLUE [17] clustering algorithm) at the
same hour of the day.

UniqueBuses Detects for each line the number of bus ve-
hicles that traverse it.

Table 2: Jobs’ Description

Algorithm 3 Round-robin Reduce Task Allocation

1: Input: rtasks[], number of jobs, RSlots
2: Output: rtasks[]
3: {Initialize all the elements of the rtasks[] array to zero}
4: threshold← RSlots
5: while (threshold > 0) do
6: for (i← 0 to number of jobs− 1) do
7: if (threshold > 0) then
8: rtasks[i]← rtasks[i] + 1
9: threshold← threshold− 1

10: else
11: break
12: return rtasks[]

4. EVALUATION
Settings. In order to assess the benefits of our proposal,

we performed a series of experiments on our local Hadoop
cluster which consists of 7 Virtual Machines (VMs). Each
VM is equipped with two CPU processors and 3, 096 MB
RAM. We used Hadoop 1.2.1 and each VM represents a node
in the Hadoop cluster, with one of them assuming the role of
the ”master” node. Moreover all VMs act as TaskTrackers,
which means that are responsible for executing map and re-
duce tasks. Each node is configured to run at most two map
and two reduce tasks in parallel. As a result we have a total
of 14 available map slots and more importantly 14 reduce
slots. Finally, the reduce tasks buffer size (i.e. rbs metric in
Section 3.1) is set at 200MB (i.e. the default value).

Job’s Description. For the evaluation of our approach
we examined three applications that are applied in the EU-
funded Insight project [18] for computing helpful traffic in-
formation from sensors placed on buses in the city of Dublin,
Ireland [19]. These statistics enable us to detect unexpected
traffic conditions in the city [20]. Applications were assigned
concurrently in the Hadoop cluster for execution (e.g. the
applications can be seen as a Hadoop workload [21]). You
can see the details about the three applications in Table
2. Our experiments were performed with the same input
dataset [19] varying its size in order to test the scalabil-
ity of our approach. So, first we used a ”small-sized” in-
put dataset of approximately 300 MB which contained the
bus traces of our original dataset that were recorded be-
tween 8:00 and 9:00 in the morning on all weekdays. Next
we used a ”medium-sized” input dataset of approximately
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Figure 2: Per Job Execution Time Comparison of the Different Reduce Task Adjustment Methods
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Figure 3: End-to-End Execution Time Comparison of the Different Reduce Task Adjustment Methods

800 MB which contained all the bus traces of our original
dataset that were recorded on a weekend. Finally, we used
a ”large-sized” input dataset of approximately 3.7 GB which
contained all the bus traces of our original dataset.

Method’s Description. We applied our reduce task ad-
justment proposal, with (Profiler-Jobs in Figures 2 and 3)
and without (DR in Figures 2 and 3) profiler-jobs and com-
pared it with the default policy (Default in Figures 2 and
3) applied by Hadoop that uses only one reduce task per
job. Furthermore, we compared the two different alloca-
tion policies, Proportionally Fair (Prop in Figures 2 and 3)
and Round-Robin (RR in Figures 2 and 3), as our reduce
tasks were bound by the 14 available reduce slots. For the
profiler-jobs we utilized 10% of the input data for the cal-
culation and applied the proportionally-fair allocation for
fragmenting the reduce tasks. For each unique execution
combination, we performed three separate runs on our clus-
ter and we extracted the average completion time of each
job, as well as the total execution time (completion of all
3 jobs). The last metric depicts the execution time of the
whole workload and depends on the execution time of the
slowest running job.

Per Job Execution Time. In Figure 2, you can see the
observed execution time per job for the different adjustment
policies. As you can observe, our proposed schema is able to
decrease the execution times of most jobs compared to the
default approach. Furthermore, using profiler-jobs seems to
be beneficial only if the dataset is large. In case of small
datasets (as in the 300MB scenario) invoking this profiler-
job can deteriorate the job’s performance. As you can notice
especially for the larger input dataset using the proportion-
ally fair allocation can significantly enhance the performance
as it reduces the execution time of the long running job.

Workload’s Execution Time. In regards to the total
execution time of the examined workload, in Figure 3 we
illustrate the benefits of our proposal. Our algorithm that
uses past execution runs for computing the reduce tasks,
minimizes the required execution time adding small over-
head in the execution time compared to profiler-jobs that
may require even 2.5 minutes to complete. Furthermore, our
proportionally fair approach outperforms the round-robin
technique as it allocates more resources to LineStats and
PointStats which are the ones that require the most exe-
cution time. The round-robin policy would be beneficial in
cases where all the jobs in the workload have similar pro-
cessing requirements.

5. RELATED WORK
Zhuoyao Zhang et al. [8] proposed a performance evalua-

tion framework, called AutoTune, that automates the user’s
efforts of tuning the number of reduce tasks along a Hadoop
workflow, in order to optimize the workflow’s overall com-
pletion time and resource usage. Their approach focuses on
jobs that execute sequentially and each job’s output serves
as the input of the next. In contrast our work considers jobs
that execute in parallel. Authors in [9] examined the idea of
using a pre-job called Flubber in order to calculate the ideal
number of reduce tasks for a given Hadoop job. This ap-
proach is similar to our proposal which uses profiler-jobs for
the calculation of the appropriate number of reduce tasks.
The main difference with our approach is that Flubber pre-
jobs are more complicate as they try to depict the impact of
skewed data and thus require more processing time and add
significant overhead to the initialization of the actual job.

Matei Zaharia et al. [22] proposed a novel Hadoop sched-
uler for the execution of Hadoop jobs in the available re-
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sources. Their research indicated that Hadoop’s default
scheduler can cause severe performance degradation in het-
erogeneous environments and for that reason they designed
a scheduling algorithm, called LATE, that is highly robust
to heterogeneity. In [14], authors focused on the even dis-
tribution of data between map and reduce tasks, especially
in the presence of skewed data. They propose and evalu-
ate two approaches for balancing the load between reduce
tasks. Both approaches utilize a pre-processing job to an-
alyze the data distribution. Furthermore, authors in [23]
provide a novel schema that enables the dynamic configu-
ration of map and reduce slots that aims to minimize the
makespan of a Hadoop workload.

Finally, there are many works that focus on estimating
the performance (i.e. in terms of execution time) of Hadoop
jobs. This way the users acquire useful historical data, which
can utilize on future runs, thus improving their jobs’ perfor-
mance. Kristi Morton et al. [24], proposed a progress indi-
cator system for MapReduce jobs, named Parallax. Authors
in [25] and [13] also proposed frameworks for predicting the
performance of Hadoop jobs. These works are orthogonal to
ours and can further improve Hadoop’s performance.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we studied the problem of automatically

tuning the number of reduce tasks for concurrently running
Hadoop jobs, trying to minimize their end-to-end execution
time. More specifically, we provided an algorithm for com-
puting the appropriate number of reduce tasks per job when
we have past execution runs. We also examined the appli-
cability of small profiler-jobs when no historical data are
available. Furthermore, we compared two well-known tech-
niques for fragmenting the reduce tasks to the available re-
duce slots. Finally, we evaluated the performance of our
proposals in our cluster using commonly used traffic moni-
toring applications, indicating the benefits of our approach.
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